WATERMAINS
PLANNING
DOTTM ASSET MANAGEMENT AND
CAPITAL PLANNING SOFTWARE

Engineers and planners know that managing a public water network is complex, with many distinct and
interrelated elements that complicate long-term maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement. Your decisions
require attention to breaks and repair history, preventive maintenance strategies, future growth and demand
projections, risk and safety considerations, funding sources and alignment with other departments to meet the
quality-of-life objectives of your community.
DOT™ (Decision Optimization TechnologyTM) asset management and capital planning software manages
planning complexity, provides onscreen scenario comparisons, clarifies your best course of action and clearly
identifies the consequence of underfunding your water network. DOT™ builds actionable plans by applying
risk-based analyses, predictive modeling and state-of-the-art optimization algorithms to arrive at scientifically
proven results. When your recommendations are crystallized, DOT™ generates the easy-to-understand reports
and presentation materials that you need to gain decision-maker and stakeholder support.

The DOT™ Watermains module can analyze and produce customizable visuals on a variety of assets, including but not
limited to:
• water lines

• water meters

• pressure regulating valves

• casing

• water towers

• pump stations

• valves

• channels/streams

• treatment plants

• hydrants

• water reservoirs

• hydrant leads

• wells

Collect and maintain inventory data, condition
data and historical repairs across all asset
types, with simple integration and data-sharing
capabilities.

Access georeferenced data, map-centric
visualizations of condition and other
performance indicators associated with various
asset types, all with enhanced GIS capabilities.

Enjoy a maintenance-free, fully web-based
application with a high level of security, privacy
and compliance.

Use our risk-based analysis to develop models
of asset criticality and likelihood of failure to
determine risk levels at various asset classes
and align your capital planning process with
risk-based asset management guidelines.

Set an unlimited number of scenarios with
flexibility to investigate various budgeting
strategies, policy decisions, treatment options,
serviceability criteria and operational constraints
while maintaining alignment with other projects.

Employ powerful and customizable deterioration
models across various asset classes for better
long-term predictive analysis and advanced
model calibration capabilities.

Our API integration capabilities make it possible
to communicate with a variety of applications,
such as GIS and financial systems, to achieve a
hassle-free and centralized data management
process.

•Disaster recovery with geo-redundant storage
and site recovery

DOTTM software provides a modern userinterface suitable for users at different levels of
skills, from asset management to engineering
and operational departments.

•Automatic backup and restoration process
•99.9% guaranteed software availability
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